Short lengths or coarse residues comprise offcuts, edgings and trims, usually in the form of coarse or chippable residues generated from large pieces during timber manufacturing.

Uses for coarse residues

Small wooden objects
Residues can be re-shaped into small items. Many useful, marketable items can be made with potential for new items to be conceived. Examples of such include pens, utensils, toys and chopping blocks.

Parquetry, decking, and furniture
Small pieces can be joined and glued. Any piece 10 cm or longer can even be finger-jointed and used.

Decorative and structural panels
Where minimal strength and stiffness properties are required, decorative or structural panel is another option. Structural panels can be made from a variety of materials to make composite panels. Such materials include, and are not restricted to veneer, foams, fibre boards and carbon fibre.
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Visit...
- Wood Processors Tool Kit at: www.pip.com.pg/resources/wood-processors/welcome
- Enhancing Value Added Wood Processing in PNG Project at: www.pip.com.pg/projects/current-projects